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— The World’s First Magic Lantern Gaming System — 

The Larklamp Magic Lantern Game System is both a 
new and an ancient type of gaming system, designed 

and crafted for timeless all-ages play. It invites players to 
step away from their screens and become enchanted with 
the possibilities of strategy, shadow and light. Created 
with an artist-led approach by video game industry 
veteran P. D. Warne, the Larklamp Magic Lantern Game 
System incorporates narrative and wonder into hands-on 
entertainment for everyone. 

For video assembly 
instructions visit 

www.lumoamuzo.com

Warnings and 
Important information

1. CHOKING HAZARD! Not for use by children 
under three years of age.

2. Designed and Intended for use with 
adult supervision only.

3. HANDLE WITH CARE: The Larklamp is hand-
manufactured from wood and as such, some 
splintering and discolouration may occur. This 
is a  natural characteristic of the material and 
should not be considered a defect.

4. REMOVE batteries before storing the 
Larklamp for extended periods of time.

5. DO NOT leave the Larklamp unattended 
while turned on.

6. DO NOT disassemble the Larklamp once it has 
been assembled.



Components
The components and assembly instructions listed here are 
for the Larklamp and the toppet. 

See the other side of this booklet and inside the package for 
the components and assembly instructions associated with 
Wisp in the Vale game pieces.

3 AAA batteries requIred. Batteries not included.

2x Larklamp 
handle arms

1x Larklamp 
handle crossbar

4x Larklamp 
leg clips

2x toppet stem pieces

1x toppet clip

2x Larklamp 
handle-top plate clips

2x Larklamp 
handle-arm clips

4x  Larklamp legs

1x Larkspark 
lED LIGHT unit

4x  Larklamp leg shields

1x Larklamp top plate

1x  Larklamp base plate

on/off switch

lid



Larklamp assembly
Assembly time is 5-10 minutes. 
Adult supervision is required. 

Assemble all pieces on a hard, flat surface. No glue or tools 
are needed - simply fit all pieces into place so that they are 
flush with one another. 

1. Insert 3 AAA batteries into the Larkspark battery 
pack.

a. Remove the twist tie from the Larkspark unit if 
you have not done so already.

b. Remove the wooden lid.
c. Gently lift the black battery pack out of its wooden 

housing, being careful not to tug on the wires.
d. Open the sliding panel at the bottom of the battery 

pack. 
e. Insert batteries.
f. Gently replace the battery pack so that it is flush 

with its wooden housing and replace lid.

2. a.  Attach handle arms to handle crossbar. 
b. Secure with two (2)  handle-arm clips on the 
outside of the handle crossbar.

a.

b.

— HELPFUL HINT —

Sometimes pieces need to be pushed together with 
force. Don't worry, this is a normal part of assembly.



— HELPFUL HINT —

When changing Larkspark batteries, it is necessary 
to remove the entire Larkspark LED Unit from the 
lantern.

3. a. Attach the assembled handle to the top plate. 
b. Secure the handle on the bottom side of the top 
plate using two (2) handle-top plate clips. 

5. a. Attach the top plate and handle to the legs.                    
b. Secure each leg with a leg clip. 

6. Carefully place the Larkspark into the opening in 
the top plate, ensuring that it is flush with the top 
plate.

4. a. Insert one (1) leg upwards into the base plate.          
b. Secure the leg by sliding on and pressing down 
one (1) leg shield. Repeat steps a. and b. for other 
three (3) legs and leg shields.

b.

a.

a.

b.
x4

a. b.



Toppet Assembly 
The toppet is a spinning game piece that is used in several 
Larklamp Magic Lantern Game System games. It consists 
of a wooden stem (included here) that is paired with a 
custom toppet plate. Custom toppet plates are included with 
individual games.

1. a. Attach the two (2) toppet stem pieces. b. Secure 
the two (2) toppet stem pieces with the toppet 
clip.

OperatinG the Larklamp
1. Select your Larklamp Magic Lantern Game System 

game.

2. Place the Larklamp on a flat surface that is large 
enough for the entire game board to be projected 
upon.

3. a. Insert the game base panel into the Larklamp.           
b. Insert the game side panels into the Larklamp.

2. Place the toppet plate (included with game when 
applicable) on the toppet stem. Note that not all 
Larklamp games require the toppet.

4. If applicable, attach the game’s toppet plate to the 
toppet stem (see Step 2 on previous page). 

5. Complete any game setup as required in the 
rulebook of the game you are playing.

6. Turn on the Larkspark using the ON/OFF switch.

a. b.

a. b.



About Lumo Amuzo

Lumo Amuzo is a Montreal-based company that creates  
timeless artisanal games for all ages. Using local materials 

and a small scale approach,  Lumo Amuzo puts creativity and 
wonder at the forefront of every project. With our games, we 
hope to share with you the magic, mirth and merriment we 
experience every day in our work.

Customer servicE

We keep our manufacturing standards as high as possible 
while learning how to make our products better every 

day. If for any reason your game arrives incomplete or breaks 
during assembly, let us know. We’ll do everything we can to 
make things right and improve our process along the way!

Send questions and comments directly to: 
info@lumoamuzo.com

For more information please visit: 
www.lumoamuzo.com

— HELPFUL HINT —

Make your gameplay area as dim as possible by turning 
off any lamps or overhead lights and closing the 
curtains. The game board should be clearly illuminated 
onto the surface around the lantern, ready to play!

Created and designed by P. D. Warne. 

Game design intern: Steven Margolin. Special thanks to all of the Kickstarter 
backers who made the Larklamp and Wisp in the Vale possible. 

© 2015 Larklamp Magic Lantern Game System, Wisp in the Vale, Shadowfay 
and all related marks are TM and © P. D. Warne, all rights reserved.




